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 Editorial 
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As we approach the end of the year, it is exciting to reflect on PACFA’s 
achievements in 2017, many of which are highlighted in this edition of eNews.  

The Annual General Meeting and Council Meeting were held in October and 

both meetings were positive and productive and were great opportunities to 

consult members and stakeholders on PACFA’s activities and strategic 
initiatives. 

Since restructuring, PACFA has grown from strength to strength. Membership 

numbers continue to grow and we have appointed a new member of staff, 

Matt Thomas, as the new Campaigns Coordinator. We have farewelled Dr Ione Lewis from the PACFA 

Board and in this edition of eNews, we have published the tribute to Ione which was presented at the 

Research Forum and AGM in October. Ione will soon step down as the Research Chair and Dr Kim 

Dunphy commences as the new Research Chair in 2018. Welcome to Kim and Matt! 

Thank you to PACFA Ethics Chair, Simone Falvey-Behr, for contributing the Feature Article on PACFA’s 
new Code of Ethics which has now been launched. This is a major achievement which was nearly 

three years in the making. Thanks also to Dr Ione Lewis, PACFA Research Chair, for contributing a 

report from the Research Committee, including news of two forthcoming literature reviews and 

PACFA’s new Guidelines for Working with Recovered Memories. The Research Committee held a free 

Research Forum via webinar in November in order to disseminate the findings of PACFA’s Literature 
Review on Experiential Psychotherapies. The recording of the webinar is available for free at https://

vimeo.com/244575386. 

In this edition of eNews, read about the PACFA President’s statement on marriage equality which was 
released in October; PACFA’s recent submission to the government enquiry on the 1800 RESPECT 
Service; and the commencement of the sexual assault counselling privilege in Queensland, following 

a consultation to which PACFA made a submission. 

PACFA has updated our resources on the NDIS to support practitioners interested in applying to 

become providers under the scheme. While the opportunities to provide therapeutic services under 

the NDIS may be somewhat limited, it is nevertheless an opportunity for those with an interest in 

supporting clients with disability, including psychosocial disability. 

Members in NSW may have known Juliana Triml who died unexpectedly in September. Juliana made 

a major contribution to the NSW Branch and before that, to CAPA NSW. Read the tributes to Juliana 

which honour Juliana as a practitioner, friend and colleague. Read also introductions to the 

Leadership Groups of the College of Educators and the College of Relationship Counsellors. 

PACFA has launched a new training pathway and membership category for the Australian College 

of Counselling and Psychotherapy Educators (ACCAPE).  In the CPD and Networking Calendar, we 

have a rich variety of CPD and networking events being put on by PACFA’s Branches and Colleges. 
There is also the opportunity to express interest in becoming a webinar presenter for the College of 

Counselling. 

PACFA meeting dates for 2018 have been announced. If you will be participating in these meetings, 

save the dates in your diary. Readers are also invited to complete the online survey to inform 

planning for PACFA’s 2018 conference, and to participate in a research study on the lived 
experience of the wounded healer in psychotherapeutic practice. 

I wish all readers a happy and safe festive season and a successful 2018. All of us at PACFA look 

forward to continued collaboration and success for the organisation in 2018. 

Maria Brett 

eNews Editor 

https://vimeo.com/244575386
https://vimeo.com/244575386
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 President’s Report 
I was in New York earlier this month, meeting with grief and loss colleagues, 

and visiting palliative care organisations and cancer centres. It was such a 

great experience; so interesting, stimulating, and encouraging. 

I also took the opportunity to meet with international counselling and 

psychotherapy colleagues from our connection with the International 

Association for Counselling (IAC) which PACFA has now joined. It was good 

to have some early meetings with people I'll see at the IAC Conference in 

September next year. I also met psychotherapy colleagues who are working 

with trauma from 9/11. These international relationships provide solidarity 

and support. 

We had a great AGM and Council meeting in Melbourne in October. Both meetings were well 

attended and well received. 54 members of PACFA and PACFA Member Associations from across 

the country participated in the AGM, and there were also 40 Delegates attending the Council 

meeting, representing the PACFA Board, Committee Chairs, Branches, Colleges, and Member 

Associations, plus 7 Observers. 

The conversation was rich and diverse and important, especially around marriage equality, the Code 

of Ethics, and the Training Standards. There were some important outcomes: 

 Following discussion on the draft position statement on the benefits of marriage for LGBTIQ 

people, I determined to publish a personal statement titled The impact of marriage equality 

and marriage denial on the health of LGBTIQ people: A statement from Dr Di Stow, President of 

Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of Australia (PACFA). This statement was published 

on the PACFA website in October.  

 We signed off on PACFA's new Code of Ethics, a major piece of work, and an excellent 

document. The Code will be officially launched in December, along with the updated 

Professional Conduct Procedures. 

 We discussed the Training Standards review. Work continues on the review which is very 

important for improving professional recognition of counsellors and psychotherapists. 

I've been continuing to meet with a range of people - federal politicians, senior bureaucrats in health 

and wellbeing, mental health, primary health care, as well as not-for-profit, social welfare 

organisations in the community - to pursue recognition of the counselling and psychotherapy 

profession. These meetings and connections are going very well, with a range of positive actions 

coming through, and acknowledgement of the fine contribution - such a positive contribution - we're 

making to the mental health agenda. 

As this is our last eNews for 2017, I'd like to extend my thanks to you all for another great year of 

working together for the greater good and for the health and wellbeing of the Australian 

community.  

And my best wishes for the festive season - Happy Christmas and happy New Year. 

Regards Di 

Dr Di Stow 

PACFA President 

natpres@pacfa.org.au  

0439 033 264 

mailto:natpres@pacfa.org.au
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 Research Report 

Dr Ione Lewis  

Research Committee Chair  

There is a lot happening for the Research Committee between now and 

the end of the year. This article summarises the main happenings and 

events.  

PACJA Editor Update  

The Research Committee wishes to acknowledge the excellent contribution 

of Dr Jillian Lynch, previous Editor, to PACFA’s research mission. She was the 
Editor for the 5th edition of PACJA which was published online this year, which made a strong 

contribution to the evidence base for counselling and psychotherapy practice.  

The Research Committee is currently in the process of recruiting a new PACJA Editor and also a Book 

Review Editor. The positions are still being advertised and the Research Committee hopes to finalise 

an appointment for the Editor’s role soon. PACJA 6th edition will be published in the new year, so it is 

crucial that we have our new Editor in place as soon as possible.   

Upcoming publications 

The Research Committee is pleased to announce three upcoming quality publications which make a 

strong contribution to the evidence base for counselling and psychotherapy in Australia, and in 

particular to ethical therapeutic practice. 

Ann McDonald (Australian College of Applied Psychology) is the author of “Recovered Memory of 
Childhood Sexual Abuse: A Review of Research Evidence and Guidelines”, which the Research 
Committee is pleased to be publishing as an Occasional Paper. The Research Committee provided 

Ann with a grant to develop “Guidelines for Working with Recovered Memories”, building on her 
review of the history and research evidence in this complex and fiercely debated field of practice, 

and the guidelines have recently been completed. These publications make a strong contribution to 

ethical, safe practice in working with trauma survivors, and will soon be available for download from 

the PACFA website.  

Ann’s review found that recovered memory of childhood sexual abuse is one of the most fiercely 
debated topics in therapy. The history is complex, with societal, therapeutic, legal, ethical and 

individual factors entwined. After twenty-five years of significant research and discussion, there are 

significant areas of agreement, as well as continuing divisions, about the validity of recovered 

memories and how memory functions under stress and trauma. The various stakeholders in this 

debate are researchers, clients, practitioners, associations and foundations. The review presents and 

compares position statements and guidelines developed by relevant professional associations on 

appropriate therapeutic practice with clients with recovered memory.  

The related Guidelines for “Working with Recovered Memory” provide specific direction for 
appropriate therapeutic practice when working with clients who recover memories of historical 

childhood sexual abuse. The intention of the Guidelines is to provide safety for both clients and 

practitioners.  
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Andrea Lamont-Mills, Steven Christensen and Lauren Moses (University of Southern Queensland) have 

recently completed “A Systematic Review of how Confidentiality and Informed Consent is 
Understood and Obtained in Counselling and Psychotherapy” which was funded by PACFA. They 
state that “Two core ethical concepts that transverse all health professions are informed consent for 
therapy and confidentiality” and argue that limits to confidentiality “need to be clearly articulated 
to, and be understood by, the client before therapy commences”. The review found that 
understandings of confidentiality and consent are culturally specific and may alter according to the 

practice context.  

This quality review will also be published on the PACFA website, and in the 6th edition of PACJA.  

Research Forums 2017  

A successful research forum “The Leading Edge: Presentations by Chapter Authors in PACFA’s book 
Counselling and Psychotherapy in Australia: Reflections on Practice” was held in Melbourne on 6 
October. Dr Ruth Thorne, Dr Maggie Broome, Ms Sue Mullane and Ms Michelle Morris formed an 

experienced and knowledgeable panel and presented on diverse fields of practice: equine-assisted 

therapy, dance therapy, narrative therapy and the embodied imagination method. The 

presentations were diverse and well-informed by theory.  

 

 

 

 

 

The third and final research forum for 2017 took place via webinar on 25 November and was a great 

success with 57 people participating. The forum promoted the findings from the PACFA Literature 

Review on the Evidence for the Effectiveness of Experiential Therapies. The panel consisted of Dr Ben 

Mullings, author of the literature review, Mrs Sally Pamberger from PACFA West as Chair, Dr Ione Lewis 

on behalf of the Research Committee, and Mr Scott Brandeth as Practitioner representative. The 

recording of the Research Forum is available as a free webinar.  

To view the webinar, go to https://vimeo.com/244575386. 

 

 

 

 

 

Resignation 

This is my final report as Chair of the Research Committee, as I am resigning from the committee at 

the end of the year. I would like to acknowledge the important ongoing work of the Research 

Committee members: Dr Kim Dunphy (incoming Chair), Dr Tristan Snell, Dr Elizabeth Day and Ms Gina 

O’Neill.  

Warm regards,  

Dr Ione Lewis  

https://vimeo.com/244575386
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Feature Article 

Introducing the PACFA Code of Ethics 2017: A client centred Code for Practitioners  

By Simone Falvey-Behr, PACFA Ethics Committee Chair 

Introduction 

The PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 has been approved by the PACFA 

Council and is being launched on 30 November 2017. 

It has been a long and tumultuous journey since that day in early 2015 

when the PACFA Ethics Committee was asked to draft a new Code to 

replace the then newly approved PACFA Interim Code of Ethics 2015. 

Many players were involved in preparing the new PACFA Code of Ethics 

during these three years and they should all be thanked here. I would like to mention in particular the 

former PACFA Ethics Committee and its former Chair, Dr Elizabeth Riley, the consultants who made an 

essential contribution, the PACFA CEO, Maria Brett, the current PACFA President, Dr Di Stow, the 

PACFA Board and last, but not least my fellow colleagues from the current PACFA Ethics Committee1 

who have tirelessly worked towards making this Code what it is, a Code that fits into today’s world: A 

client centred Code for practitioners. 

Key concepts like “do no harm”, having compassion for clients, having our clients best interests at 
heart, working with competence and professionalism, taking responsibility, being open to diversity, 

and enhancing self-reflection, have guided the PACFA Ethics Committee’s work. We wanted a Code 
that places the client at the centre but also a Code that invites practitioners to reflect on the 

complexities of confidentiality and dual relationships, on the limitations of their competence, on the 

issues of contracting, on their responsibilities when working with diverse groups, when teaching, 

supervising, researching and also when using technology. We wanted a Code practitioners can turn 

to when they have to make difficult ethical decisions. 

Taking inspiration from the BACP Ethical Framework for Counselling Professions 2016, we decided to 

have a Code that directly involves us all, as practitioners, as members of the PACFA community, 

hence the use of the pronoun ‘we’ and Our Commitment to Clients. The latter being a section of the 

Code you may even want to share with your clients. 

The PACFA Code of Ethics 20172 

The PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 provides a foundation of values, principles and personal attributes on 

which ethical practice is built and which are articulated as ethical standards for clinical practice that 

practitioners commit to and maintain. 

 The PACFA Code of Ethics 2017: 

 establishes the ethical framework for the practice of counselling and psychotherapy for the 

whole PACFA community;  

 

1 PACFA Ethics Committee: Crystal Lockard, Ian Goldsmith, Margie Abbott, Maxine Rosenfield, Simone Falvey-Behr 

(Chair) and Tara Green. 

2 The PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 supersedes all previous PACFA Code of Ethics (Ethical framework for best practice in 

counselling and psychotherapy 2010, 2011, 2014 as well as the PACFA Interim Code of Ethics 2015). The PACFA Code of 

Ethics 2017 is to be read in conjunction with the PACFA Professional Conduct Procedures 2017.  

file:///C:/Users/maria.brett.PACFA/Documents/Bluetooth Folder
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 identifies values, principles, attitudes and behaviours required for ethical practice; 

 defines standards of practice to support high quality services for clients; 

 gives clients clear information on the kind of ethical standards they can expect from us, as 

practitioners; 

 invites us, the practitioners, to reflect on the ethical dimension of our work; and 

 helps us to make responsible ethical decisions in complex circumstances. 

The PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 applies to PACFA individual Members and to PACFA Registrants who 

practise as psychotherapists or counsellors or who work in related fields, including supervisors, 

educators, trainers and researchers in counselling and psychotherapy, and student members who 

see clients in the context of their training.  

The Code is structured in three main sections: Our Commitment to Clients, the Foundation for Ethics, 

and the Ethical Standards. 

Our Commitment to Clients is summarised from the detailed Ethical Standards for Clinical Practice. 

Both, Our Commitment to Clients and the Ethical Standards for Clinical Practice, are based on and 

informed by the values, principles and personal attributes that form the Foundation for Ethics. 

Our Commitment to Clients 

This section has been designed to not only make the Ethical Standards more accessible to clients 

and to provide a better understanding of the practitioners’ work, but also to give us, as practitioners, 
an opportunity to confirm our ethical responsibilities by highlighting the ethical dimension on which 

we base our work with our clients. 

Let us first look more closely at the meaning of Our Commitment to Clients. 
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1.We put clients first 

We do no harm. 

We act with compassion; we care. 

We don’t exploit clients for any personal gain. 
We avoid conflicts of interest. 

2. We work to high professional standards 

We commit ourselves to deliver competent services. 

We are mindful of the limitations of our training, our skills and our expertise.  

We seek supervision, professional development, further training.  

We refer. 

3. We build a relationship of trust 

We explain the nature of the services we offer. 

We work within a clearly presented contract and explicate what privacy and confidentiality mean; 

we inform our clients about the terms of our services.  

We obtain informed consent from our clients for the services we offer.  

We respect their right to continue in therapy or to withdraw. 

4. We respect diversity 

We do not discriminate against clients on the grounds of their values, gender, sexual identity, culture, 

religion, spirituality, ability, age, lifestyle. 

We are aware of our personal values and assumptions and we reflect on their impact on our work. 

We make sure we are competent to work with clients with special needs. 

5. We respect confidentiality 

We protect our clients’ privacy. 
We inform them of their right to confidentiality and explain the limitations to confidentiality. 

We take steps to prevent unauthorised disclosure of personal information 

6. We respect professional boundaries 

We do not engage in sexual or romantic relationships with clients or close members of their families 

during therapy but also for at least 5 years post-therapy. 

We avoid dual and multiple relationships with our clients. 

We are mindful of conflicts of interests and act to avoid them and, generally, we avoid personal 

relationships with clients, former clients, their families and friends. 

7. We work ethically with colleagues 

We communicate in an ethical and respectful way about our clients. 

We have our clients’ best interests in mind when we refer them to colleagues. 
We report serious cases of ethical misconduct. 

8. We deliver ethical supervision 

We do not exploit supervisees and we seriously care about their achievements. 

9. We take responsibility for our self-care 

We look after ourselves and make sure our practice is safe. 

FOUNDATION FOR ETHICS 

The Commitment to Clients and the Ethical Standards are both derived from what we called the 

Foundation for Ethics, i.e. the values and principles that underpin counselling and psychotherapy and 

the personal attributes of practitioners. 
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Values 

The values are beliefs and ideals about what is of importance. They influence our attitudes to others 

and impact on our relationships, be they with clients, colleagues or the larger community. 

The PACFA Code of Ethics has highlighted ten values:  

Accountability, Client focus, Competence, Diversity, Empowerment, Justice, Human rights, 

Integrity, Professionalism, Self-awareness. 

These can be summarised in the following commitment: 

We are professionally accountable for the services we provide; we support our clients to make 

decisions; we act with authenticity and follow the principle of natural justice.  

Principles  

Principles add another dimension to values, as principles involve actions. The PACFA Code of Ethics 

defines six principles: 

Trust, Autonomy, Beneficence, Non-maleficence, Fairness, Self-respect 

These six principles lead to important ethical responsibilities: 

Trust  

Trust is at the core of any therapeutic relationship. Trust is fundamental to understand and resolve 

ethical challenges. Our ethical responsibility is to honour the trust that is placed in us by our clients 

and to handle confidentiality appropriately. 

Autonomy 

Our clients have a right to be self-governing and to make decisions about their wellbeing. It is our 

obligation, as practitioners, to provide accurate information about our services, to inform clients of 

foreseeable conflict of interest and to seek their consent before disclosing client’s information – 

except when the law warrants exception. Our ethical responsibility is to not manipulate clients against 

their will, and to support our clients’ self-determination. 

Beneficence  

Beneficence requires us, as practitioners, to act in the best interests of our clients and to promote our 

clients’ wellbeing by offering high quality services. We maintain and develop our professional 
competencies through professional development, supervision, dialogue and research. Our ethical 

responsibility is to act with care, compassion and within the limits of our professional competence. 

Non-maleficence  

Non-maleficence requires that we, as practitioners, endeavour to not cause harm to our clients 

through our actions or omissions, and, should harm occur, that it is mitigated even when harm is 

unavoidable or unintended. Our ethical responsibility is to avoid any form of client exploitation 

(financial, sexual, emotional) and to avoid incompetence and malpractice.  

Fairness 

Fairness involves being impartial in the provision of services for clients and in allocating services 

between clients. Our ethical responsibility is to not discriminate against clients on the basis of their 

personal, social and cultural affiliations and to respect our clients’ dignity and human rights. 

Self-respect  

Self-respect means that we apply all these principles to ourselves.  Our ethical responsibility is to only 

practice when we are physically and emotionally fit to do so.  
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Personal attributes  

The personal attributes of counsellors and psychotherapists refer to the attributes we bring to our 

work, to our life, to our way of communicating, to our way of being in the world with others. They are 

in the foreground whenever we act, and when we make decisions.   

The PACFA Code of Ethics identifies twelve personal attributes considered as important when serving 

the counselling and psychotherapy profession: 

Authenticity, Care, Courage, Curiosity, Diligence, Empathy, Honesty, Humility, Resilience, 

Respect, Sincerity, Wisdom 

We all know that these are ideals and that there are situations in which it is hard to reconcile all these 

values, principles and personal qualities. We may have to choose. In such difficult cases, the Code 

will support our reflection, inviting us to weigh up the risks and to make decisions that cause least 

harm. 

ETHICAL STANDARDS FOR CLINICAL PRACTICE 

This section articulates, in a more detailed way, the particular role ethics play in our counselling and 

psychotherapy work, so that we may be alert to the consequences our – intentional and 

unintentional – actions may have on our clients and the wider community.  As the PACFA community, 

we commit to maintain and advance best clinical practice in the field of counselling and 

psychotherapy.  

Let us have a closer look at what is meant. 

1. Practitioners put clients first 

 This is about: 

 focusing on the client, being genuinely interested in their story, truly respecting them as a 

person 

 discussing with them the services provided or the actions that have to be taken 

 building a relationship of trust and avoiding actions that may erode the trust clients put in 

ourselves and in our work 

 avoiding conflicts of interests 

 having the client’s best interests at heart and not our own personal, financial or professional 
interests 

 taking action to protect clients not only from self-harm, from harm by others, and from harming 

others, but also taking action to protect clients from other practitioners when there are good 

reasons for believing they are at risk 

 keeping ourselves informed of all legal requirements, in particular when working with special 

groups (for example mandatory reporting requirements) 

 participating in any complaints and professional conduct procedures 

 

2. Practitioners work to high professional standards 

Here, it is about: 

 responding to what clients want from therapy and delivering competent services 

 working within the limits of our training, experience and competence 

 referring to another mental health practitioner when we know that other services may be more 

beneficial to our client  

 keeping accurate records of our work with clients 

 drafting records in a respectful manner and protected from unauthorised disclosure 

 paying particular attention when using technology to deliver services or for storing records  
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 monitoring our fitness to practice (for example not working when we are impaired by ill-health 

or personal circumstances, and not working when intoxicated) 

 understanding and complying with all legal requirements concerning our work 

 maintaining our competence for clinical practice (supervision, professional development, 

keeping up with research), being covered by insurance and maintaining professional 

registration 

 complying with the duty to disclose to PACFA details of any criminal investigation relating to our 

ethical conduct as Practitioner, or complaints of professional misconduct 

3. Practitioners build a relationship of trust 

What is meant here is: 

 informing clients, without making unfounded claims, about our qualifications, the nature of our 

services, our model of practice, what they can reasonably expect from our services 

 explaining the terms on which the services are offered (fees, cancellation, session duration, who 

to contact in our absence) 

 working within a clearly contracted relationship (in addition to the above,  explaining the 

limitations of privacy and confidentiality) 

 obtaining informed consent from clients to provide our counseling and psychotherapy services, 

in particular, when touch is involved 

 being mindful of contracting issues when working with couples and families or groups with 

specific needs and having in mind the complexities of obtaining consent when working with 

young children, incapacitated or involuntary clients 

 being aware of our specific ethical responsibilities when working with couples and families or 

groups with special needs (each person to be treated with equal respect, awareness of 

potential conflicting needs between those involved) 

 keeping in mind that it is the client’s right to withdraw from counselling and psychotherapy at 
any time  

 not exploiting current or former clients’ trust in order to gain any personal, emotional, financial 

or professional advantage 

 responding to any complaint and remedy any harm we may have caused 

 providing information on how to make a formal complaint  
4. Practitioners respect diversity 

This is about: 

 not discriminating against clients on the grounds of their lifestyle, values, gender, sexual identity, 

age, ability, culture, religion or spirituality 

 self-reflection and awareness about our personal values, our positions, our biases and of their 

impact on the therapeutic process 

 communicating sensitively our understanding of the clients’ concerns and perspectives 

 being open and ready to look out for help when we find ourselves prejudiced towards a client 

or incompetent to work with a client 

 understanding and accepting the specific competencies and knowledge required to work with 

diverse clients or with clients with special needs 

 opening our horizons and learning more about human diversity, about different social, cultural 

and historical contexts 

 understanding when legal requirements override cultural considerations 

 not practicing reparative or conversion therapies – that are not supported or condoned by 

PACFA – and following the PACFA Statement on therapeutic support for LGTBIQ individuals and 

their families 
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5. Practitioners respect confidentiality 

Creating a safe environment where the clients’ privacy and confidentiality are dully respected – 

even after the clients’ death – is at the heart of clinical practice of counselling and psychotherapy.  

Nevertheless, there are limitations to confidentiality (when required by law, when the safety of the 

client or a third party are at risk, when we have obtained client-consent to disclose). 

It is up to us, as practitioners, to: 

 clearly explain to our clients the nature and limitations of confidentiality 

 consider our legal obligations and our clients’ rights under privacy law 

 take steps to prevent unauthorised disclosure of clients’ information (in supervision, teaching, 
training, publication) 

 act carefully when we make an authorished disclosure (informing clients of our actions and 

obtaining informed consent) 

 protect the confidentiality of clients records by using a secure storage system 

 

6. Practitioners respect professional boundaries 

Here, it is about: 

 awareness of the potential power difference due to our position of authority as a professional 

(this is even more so if there is a difference in gender, age, education, social or cultural 

background) 

 making sure we communicate with our clients in a way that builds their personal sense of 

autonomy 

 being mindful of our motivations (do we have our clients’ best interests in mind?) 

 being mindful of the implications dual/multiple relationships with our clients may have, and 

reflecting on the conflict of interest that may arise  

 having awareness of consequences that may not be currently foreseeable, and, therefore, 

avoiding dual/multiple relationships with our clients whenever possible or if unavoidable, 

addressing the consequences 

 discussing in supervision dual/multiple relationships that may occur with our clients, or if we 

experience strong feelings, desire or sexual attraction to our clients 

 not engaging in romantic or sexual relationships with clients or with close members of their 

families - this is serious professional misconduct and is explicitly prohibited during therapy but 

also for a period of at least five years post-therapy 

 avoiding as far as possible other personal relationships with clients, former clients and clients’ 
families and friends 

 if it is not possible to avoid dual relationships, for example in a small community, being mindful 

of our responsibility to protect the client’s confidentiality 

 paying attention to boundary issues if touch is used as a therapeutic intervention 

 

7. Practitioners work ethically with colleagues 

We are required to: 

 co-operate efficiently with our colleagues in a spirit of mutual respect and without 

discrimination on any personal grounds 

 when communicating about clients, to do so in a professional, respectful, ethical manner that 

adequately manages clients’ confidentiality 

 have the best interests of our clients in mind when making – or accepting - referrals (it is about 

the clients needs and not about reciprocal arrangements) 

 take responsibility – by informing PACFA – if we are cognisant of serious cases of ethical 

misconduct in a counselling and psychotherapy role or of unfitness to practice by another 

PACFA Registrant. Our responsibility is to protect clients against malpractice and to protect our 

profession against misrepresentation. It is PACFA’s responsibility to act on such reports. 
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ETHICAL STANDARDS FOR EDUCATION, TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

The PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 includes a section on Education, Training and Professional 

Development which highlights the ethical requirements for Educators and Trainers providing 

counselling and psychotherapy education, training, professional development or related services. 

In summary, these standards require Educators and Trainers to:  

 deliver ethical education, training or professional development 

 act with professionalism and competence within the limits of their training and the expertise 

 provide honest information about their qualifications 

 treat confidentiality any personal information they have about their learners but also about their 

learners’ clients 
 avoid dual/multiple relationships whenever possible 

 be mindful of power differentials 

 not engage in romantic or sexual relationships with learners or learners’ clients 

 respect professional boundaries 

 not use their learners work without their consent 

 not entering into financial transactions with learners 

 be fair when assessing their learners’ work 

 care genuinely about their learner’s achievements and be vigilant about possible infringements 
of ethical standards 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ETHICAL STANDARDS FOR RESEARCH 

PACFA is committed to fostering research that informs and develops counselling and psychotherapy 

practice and encourages practitioners to support and participate in research activities. The Code 

therefore includes a section on Ethical Standards for Research that is briefly summarised below: 

The Ethical Standards for Research require: 

 researchers and practitioners undertaking counselling and psychotherapy research with human 

participants are aware that the underpinning ethical principle is to weigh up the benefits of the 

research to the community and the risks to the participants 

 researchers and practitioners undertaking counselling and psychotherapy research are aware 

of external standards relating to research (links are provided) 

researchers and practitioners undertaking counselling and psychotherapy research are required 

to do so within the provisions of the PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 and any other relevant  

 PACFA guidelines and are, in particular, required to: 

- seek Ethics approval from an appropriate Human Research Ethics Committee prior to    

   collecting data 
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- pay rigorous attention to the quality, value and integrity of the research aims, method and  

  implementation 

- ensure that the dissemination of research findings is accurate, protective of the participants   

  personal information, and largely accessible 

- consider and protect the research participants’ rights 
- act with transparency and integrity and do not mislead research participants 

- avoid dual/multiple relationships and conflicts of interests  
SUPERVISION 

The provisions of the PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 apply to PACFA Registrants who work as supervisors. 

The section of the Code relating to Supervision can be summarised as follows:  

Supervisors will: 

 enter a formal agreement with the supervisee and provide a safe context for self-reflection and 

feedback 

 be aware of their responsibilities towards the supervisee but also towards the supervisee’s clients 

 look for an optimal outcome for the client of the supervisee and protect the client against poor 

practice 

 care for the supervisee, their professional development, their self-care, but also for their 

compliance with legal, ethical and professional practice standards 

 avoid dual relationships and aim for a separation between managerial and supervisory roles 

and, if dual relationships are unavoidable, they will clearly address them and manage them 

ethically 

 not supervise their spouse or partner 

 treat supervisees like clients (no sexual relationships, no exploitation for any personal gain, 

carefully considering the implications of social contact) 

 

SELF-CARE FOR COUNSELLORS AND PSYCHOTHERAPISTS  

This section invites practitioners, educators, trainers and researchers to pay attention to their 

wellbeing by ensuring that their work does not become detrimental to their own health, that their 

practice is safe, that they seek professional support if needed, withdrawing from their role should their 

functioning become significantly impaired. 

COMPLAINTS 

The PACFA community, their clients and the larger community are informed that the ethical 

standards contained in the PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 for clinical practice, supervision, education, 

professional development and research are matters about which complaints may be made to 

PACFA if the requirements of PACFA’s Professional Conduct Procedures 2017 are met. 

CONCLUSION 

Although the PACFA Code of Ethics 2017 provides an ethical framework for the practice of 

counselling and psychotherapy, it cannot address every ethical concern that may eventuate in our 

professional lives. Beyond defining standards of practice to deliver high quality services to clients, the 

Code is an invitation for us practitioners to reflect on our work. It is also a support when we have to 

take up the challenges of ethical practice, in particular when doing so involves making difficult 

decisions and acting with courage. 

In addition to reviewing the PACFA Professional Conduct Procedures, the PACFA Ethics Committee 

plans to develop ethical tools to inspire PACFA practitioners to become more attuned to their ethical 

compass. 
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News 

PACFA launches NDIS resources 

PACFA has made a submission to the Inquiry into the Delivery 

of National Outcome 4 of the National Plan to Reduce 

Violence Against Women and Their Children. Download the 

PACFA Submission. 

The Inquiry is aimed at ensuring services meet the needs of 

women and their children who are experiencing violence, 

insofar as Outcome 4 is given effect by the 1800 RESPECT 

Domestic and Sexual Violence National Counselling 

Service. For details, see the Terms of Reference.  

In its submission, PACFA highlights concerns that the procurement arrangements used for contracting 

service providers to deliver the 1800 RESPECT Service impose inappropriate requirements around 

collecting and sharing records of client counselling sessions which breach PACFA’s Code of Ethics 
and go against accepted good practice standards regarding the confidentiality of client records. 

PACFA’s submission focuses on the confidentiality requirements in the PACFA Code of Ethics and in 
the PACFA Guidelines on Client Records.  

Of utmost importance is the need to ensure that women seeking counselling for domestic and sexual 

violence have confidence that counselling is completely confidential, otherwise they may not seek 

help. Confidentiality must also be respected, and unauthorised disclosure of sensitive information 

prevented, to ensure the safety of women and children who are escaping violence. 

PACFA submission to Government Inquiry – 1800 RESPECT Service 

When the NDIS was first launched, PACFA was actively involved in  

consultation processes about the design of the scheme. We also ran a pilot in 

Victoria to establish the eligibility of PACFA Registrants to be providers for the 

NDIS. At that time, PACFA produced a package of resources to help PACFA 

Registrants apply to be providers. 

The goal posts have shifted in the last four years and PACFA has therefore updated its NDIS resources. The  

resources have been sent to PACFA Registrants or Registrants can email admin@pacfa.org.au for a copy. 

The counselling services that could potentially be provided under the NDIS are somewhat limited. The NDIS 

resources prepared by PACFA explain that the NDIS does not provide any services that are already provided 

by the mental health system. This means that clinical mental health services are not funded by the NDIS. 

The types of supports that can be provided to NDIS participants - and which counsellors and psychotherapists 

would be suitably qualified to provide - are detailed in the PACFA resources. This is principally group or  

individual counselling aimed at providing “assistance to build capacity to live independently and 

achieve their goals, such as building social relationships”. 

PACFA has concerns about the implementation of the NDIS. Some mental health services for people with  

psychosocial disability are now being rolled into the NDIS which means they will only be available to the  

smaller pool of people who are NDIS participants. This has opened up gaps in the mental health service system 

which Health Minister, Greg Hunt, has made a commitment to address. The implementation has also seen 

some participants have their proposed plans rejected - possibly because of funding pressures. 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Submission-to-the-Inquiry-into-the-Delivery-of-National-Outcome-4-of-the-National-Plan-to-Reduce-Violence-Against-Women-and-Their-Children.pdf
http://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Finance_and_Public_Administration/NationalPlan/Terms_of_Reference
mailto:admin@pacfa.org.au
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PACFA’s submission focuses on the confidentiality requirements in the PACFA Code of Ethics and in 
the PACFA Guidelines on Client Records. Of utmost importance is the need to ensure that women 

seeking counselling for domestic and sexual violence have confidence that counselling is completely 

confidential, otherwise they may not seek help. Confidentiality must also be respected, and 

unauthorised disclosure of sensitive information prevented, to ensure the safety of women and 

children who are escaping violence. 

PACFA makes the following recommendations to the 1800 RESPECT Service inquiry: 

1. Prioritise clients’ welfare: 

 Ensure the 1800 RESPECT Service remains a completely confidential service that, above all, 

meets the needs of clients. 

 Do not have mandatory requirements in service contracts for the 1800 Respect Service to 

record counselling sessions. This poses a barrier to clients who wish to access the services. 

 Ensure that service providers and the practitioners they employ are not prevented under the 

service contract for the 1800 Respect Service from respecting the confidentiality of their 

clients in accordance with their Code of Ethics and other professional guidelines 

2. Ensure service contracts to provide the 1800 RESPECT Service respect the confidentiality of past, 

present and future clients. In particular, ensure service contracts: 

 Do not impose mandatory requirements to record confidential counselling sessions. 

 Do not require sub-contracted agencies to hand over past client records as they do not have 

client consent to do so 

3. Ensure legal rights to challenge the subpoena of client records, and rights under Sexual Assault 

Counselling Privilege legislation, are respected: 

 Ensure practitioners and the agencies that employ them have the right to challenge a 

subpoena where there are overriding concerns for the safety of the client or her children. 

 Ensure that client records remain under the control of the practitioners that create them and 

the agencies that employ them, and that they are not controlled by main contractors. This is 

the only way to ensure the records remain confidential and that any subpoena can be 

challenged if required in the interest of client safety. 

PACFA President makes Statement on Marriage Equality 

The impact of marriage equality and marriage denial on the health of LGBTIQ 

people: A statement from Dr Di Stow, President of Psychotherapy and 

Counselling Federation of Australia  

Counselling and psychotherapy are aimed at supporting the mental health and 

wellbeing of all members of the community, including members of the lesbian, 

gay, bisexual, transgender, intersex and queer/questioning (LGBTIQ) community. 

PACFA is committed to the principles in PACFA’s Code of Ethics. The Code 
states that counsellors and psychotherapists value and respect the diversity of clients, which reflects 

the diversity of the Australian community.  

We do not discriminate against clients on the grounds of their lifestyle, gender, age, ability, culture, 

religion or sexual identity. We respect the human rights of clients and follow accepted human rights 

standards in the services we provide and in the way we communicate. We respond to and treat 

clients as fully and equally human for who they are, accepting without judgement all forms of human 

diversity. 
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Sexual Assault Counselling Privilege introduced in Queensland 

In April 2016, PACFA made a submission to a consultation process in Queensland on the sexual 

assault counselling privilege. The submission was endorsed by PACFA’s Queensland-based Member 

Association, the Queensland Counsellors Association. 

Counselling is an essential part of the recovery process for victims and survivors of sexual assault. The 

sexual assault counselling privilege ensures that victims and survivors are encouraged to access 

counselling services to support their recovery, mental health and wellbeing.  

In the submission, PACFA advocated for the adoption of strengthened provisions in Queensland 

around the sexual assault counselling privilege. We recommended arrangements similar to those 

already in place in other states which protect the privacy of the counselling relationship by making 

communications that take place in counselling privileged in legal proceedings.  

To download PACFA’s submission, see the PACFA submission to Queensland Government 

Consultation on Sexual Assault Counselling Privilege. 

Implementation of the Sexual Assault Counselling Privilege by Queensland Government 

PACFA has been advised by the Queensland government that legislation has commenced in 

Queensland introducing the new sexual assault counselling privilege, together with legal assistance 

services to support victims.  In March, the Queensland Parliament passed the Victims of Crime 

Assistance and other Legislation Amendment Act 2017 which includes amendments to the Evidence 

Act 1977 to implement the new sexual assault counselling privilege.  

The sexual assault counselling privilege is intended to encourage victims of sexual assault to seek 

counselling and to report the crime to the police. This is because it strengthens privacy protections for 

client records for victims of sexual assault. 

To support the provisions, the Queensland government has allocated $1.588 million between 2017 

and 2020 to Legal Aid Queensland to establish a state wide sexual assault counselling privilege legal 

assistance service.  The service will provide information, legal advice and representation to sexual 

assault victims who seek to prevent disclosure of counselling records in court. Importantly, it will also 

provide training and education regarding the privilege to the community and professionals. 

PACFA welcomes these initiatives by the Queensland Government to ensure victims of sexual assault 

are encouraged to seek counselling. 

Relationships are of central importance for the wellbeing of children, adults, couples, families and 

communities. It is important to recognise the right of every person to form a supportive relationship 

with the partner of their choice, regardless of sexual or gender identity. 

In the Australian society, members of the LGBTIQ community are often subject to stigmatisation and 

discrimination based on their gender or sexual identity. This should not be the case under Australian 

law. By being denied the right to marry, LGBTIQ people are denied access to the same rights, 

privileges, responsibilities and institutions as the rest of the Australian community. 

PACFA acknowledges there are diverse views on the issue of marriage equality and the impact of 

marriage denial, and as PACFA President I make this personal statement in support of the LGBTIQ 

community’s mental health and wellbeing. 

Download the full PACFA President’s Statement        

http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/PACFA-submission-to-Queensland-Government-Consultation-on-Sexual-Assault-Counselling-Privilege-FINAL.pdf
http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/PACFA-submission-to-Queensland-Government-Consultation-on-Sexual-Assault-Counselling-Privilege-FINAL.pdf
http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/PACFA-Presidents-Marriage-Equality-Statement.pdf
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Tribute and thank you to Dr Ione Lewis 

In August, Dr Ione Lewis resigned from the PACFA Board and will also step down as Research Chair at 

the end of the year. Ione’s contribution to PACFA has been substantial in the following roles: SCAPE 
Representative, Vice President, President, Past President, Research Committee Member, EPAC 

Member, PSC Member, Research Chair, and PACFA Board member for 10 years!  

Dr Di Stow, gave a tribute to Ione at the Research Forum held in Melbourne on 6 October.  

Dr Ione Lewis jumping on the PACFA CEO’s desk! 

Dear Ione, 

Thank you so much for your huge contribution to PACFA over the last ten years - a decade of 

service to our profession through PACFA, particularly as President for four years, Immediate Past 

President, and more recently, as Research Chair. 

Central to PACFA’s mission is of course our focus on research. It's our primary constitutional object 
and the reason why we have been recognised as a Health Promotion Charity. Research underpins 

all of our strategic activities for recognition for counsellors and psychotherapists. Ione you've 

championed that mission; and not just as Research Chair. Your contribution has always included 

your passion for research. And we've benefited from that passion. The excellent research we do 

would not be possible without your hard work and dedication. 

We honour your decision in August to leave the PACFA Board and we farewell you today. And I 

acknowledge that you're planning to step down as the Research Chair by the end of the year. 

Your contribution to PACFA is enormous. We would not be where we are today without you. Thank 

you so much. 

And Ione, I'm personally sad to see you go. I've learned so much from you over the years we've 

worked together on the Board, especially around governance, strategy, and research to name just 

a few areas of your expertise. We've had fun. And you're a PACFA legend! Well done. 

May you enjoy more of family and friends and work and so many of the other things you do – in 

your very rich life - now that you'll have much more time after PACFA. 

Very best and love, Di Stow, PACFA President  
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Introducing PACFA’s new Research Committee Chair 

PACFA is pleased to announce the appointment of our new Research  

Committee Chair, Dr Kim Dunphy, who will commence in the role in 2018.  Kim 

has a long-standing involvement in PACFA as a PACFA Council Delegate  

representing the Dance Therapy Association of Australasia (DTAA).  Kim is  

currently President of DTAA. 

Kim has a strong research background which makes her ideal to lead PACFA’s 
Research Committee. Kim is a Mackenzie Post-Doctoral Fellow 

at the University of Melbourne’s Creative Arts Therapy Research Unit. In  
this role she is researching dance movement therapy assessment,  

particularly the establishment of a framework of outcomes for dance movement 

therapy. She is also involved in establishing post

-graduate training programs in dance movement therapy.  

Journals in which Kim has recently published include Impact 

Assessment and Project Appraisal, the American Journal of Dance 

Therapy, Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia and 

the International Journal of Creativity and Human Development. 

Kim has contributed book chapters to The Oxford Handbook of 

Community Music, Contemporary Perspectives in Art and 

International Development, and Psychotherapy and Counselling: 

Reflections on Practice (produced by PACFA). Kim has also been 

involved in developing on-line products for evaluation and 

assessment, including Marking the Moves, the world’s first iPad app for dance movement therapy 
assessment. Kim’s research interests are informed by earlier career stages as a performing arts  
educator, dance movement therapist, community artist and local government cultural development  

professional.  

Dr Kim Dunphy, new 

Research Chair 

Introducing PACFA’s Campaigns Coordinator 

PACFA has a new member of the staff team with the appointment of Matt 

Thomas as the Campaigns Coordinator. Matt commenced in the role on 20 

November. 

Matt has an ideal background for the position having campaigned for the 

Greens for four years. In this role he got a Greens member elected to the 

Victorian Parliament which is an impressive achievement! 

Matt has an Arts degree in politics and recently completed a postgraduate 

Law degree. He brings a good understanding of the political and legal systems and strong writing 

and communication skills. Matt will be working with the PACFA CEO to advance work on campaigns 

for recognition of counsellors and psychotherapists by federal and state governments, as well as our 

private health and employment campaigns. 

Welcome Matt to the PACFA team! 
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New courses accredited by PACFA 

There are currently 32 institutions and 43 courses run by those institutions which are accredited by 

PACFA. This includes five new accredited courses that were added to the list in 2017. 

 University of Southern Queensland - Master of Counselling  

 Monash University –  Master of Professional Counselling at their Malaysia campus 

 Uniting Institute of Education – Graduate Diploma of Relationship Counselling 

 Griffith University – Bachelor of Counselling 

 University of Divinity – Master of Counselling 

Early next year PACFA will consider re-accreditation applications for two Masters programs: 

 University of Sunshine – Master of Counselling 

 University of Queensland – Master of Counselling 

For a list of all courses accredited by PACFA, go to the PACFA Accredited Courses page. 

There are institutions offering courses in counselling and psychotherapy that do not yet have PACFA 

accreditation and we are in the process of writing to some of these institutions outlining the benefits 

of PACFA accreditation for their students and graduates and inviting them to consider applying. 

The accreditation of so many programs by PACFA is a substantial achievement by PACFA’s 
Education Program Accreditation Committee (EPAC). Committee members and other experts in 

counselling and psychotherapy education make up the Panels that consider accreditation 

applications. This involves meetings, reviewing application materials and site visits.  

Members of the Education Program Accreditation Committee: 

Dr Paul McQuillan (Chair)     Dr Meg Smith          Charles Wilson   

Dr Margot McNeill         Jenny Regan          Ms Patricia Bradley 

Dinah Buchanan         Dr Marie-Therese Proctor 

A Tribute to the life of Juliana Triml 

Tribute by Dr Kirstin Robertson-Gillam 

Our colleague, Juliana Triml passed away suddenly in her flat on Saturday 

9th September 2017, aged 69. 

Juliana has been a faithful and proactive member of CAPA/PACFA ever 

since the inception of CAPA all those years ago. She will be remembered as 

one of the stalwarts of our profession in Sydney and we pay tribute to her 

countless contributions over many years. I salute her for all her hard work. She 

was always on the look-out for potential speakers for our PD events; those 

who would enrich our education and enhance our existing practices. She  

brought many professional people to give us their knowledge and expertise 

and always promoted counselling and psychotherapy in NSW. 

I was privileged to give regular supervision to Juliana and regarded her as an esteemed colleague 

and friend. I feel enriched by knowing her and sharing her deepest thoughts and ideas about life. She 

had a big heart, was compassionate and was a champion of those in need.  

Juliana Triml 

http://pacfa.org.au/training-cpd/course-accreditation/accredited-courses/
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She never shied away from some of the most needy and sick clients in our society; for example, she 

spent quite a few years working as a volunteer counsellor for the Methadone clinic in the inner city. 

She approached this work with compassion and tolerance and made a big difference to the lives of 

those who came to her for counselling. 

Juliana and I shared many thoughts and ideas together outside her supervision hours. I counted her 

as a very good friend. I will miss her enormously. She had just turned 69 on 3rd August. I comfort myself 

that her passing was quick and unexpected. She didn’t suffer in any way. 

Tribute by Loretta Walford 

As a member of the PACFA NSW Leadership Group and as Past VP of CAPA NSW, on behalf of the 

most recent CAPA Executive and our current PACFA NSW LG, I would like to say how privileged we 

feel to have worked with Juliana Triml, who was so generous with the time she devoted to our  

profession. 

We all know of her selfless endeavours with finding us speakers over many years for our CAPA PD’s 
and more recently with PACFA NSW. 

Tricia Dearden, a member of our PACFA NSW Leadership Group, represented PACFA NSW at the  

funeral ceremony and conveyed our sympathies and deep appreciation to Juliana’s family. 

Call for research  participants  

A phenomenological study on the lived experience of the wounded healer in psychotherapeutic 

private practice 

Loredana Puñal, a final year student of the Master of Counselling and Applied Psychotherapy  

program at the Jansen Newman Institute, under the supervision of Dr Werner Sattmann-Frese, has  

Torrens University Australia Human Ethics Research Committee approval H61/17 to undertake a study 

aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of the nature and meaning of the everyday lived  

experience of the wounded healer in private practice.  

Research participants are sought, for semi-structured interviews of up to 60 minutes duration, from 

amongst integrative psychotherapists who subscribe to both psychodynamic and humanistic 

orientations, to ensure both a familiarity with Jung’s wounded healer concept and a holistic 
approach to embracing the wounded healer phenomenon. 

By participating in this study, participants may benefit from the opportunity for self-reflection,  

articulation and gaining of clarity and insight into their wounded healer experience as well as make 

a contribution to the professional community and society by furthering the knowledge, compassion 

towards and dialogue of the particular challenges and contributions of the practicing wounded 

healer psychotherapist. 

If you would like to learn more about this study, including participation criteria and risk mitigation 

strategies such as confidentiality and anonymity safeguards, please send an email to 

loredana.punal@students.jni.edu.au or forward this to anyone who may be interested. Thank you for 

your consideration. 

mailto:loredana.punal@students.jni.edu.au
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Call for new PACJA Editor  

PACFA’s online journal, PACJA (Psychotherapy and Counselling Journal of Australia), is searching for 
a new Editor.  

PACJA is an international, peer-reviewed journal which aims to contribute to the evidence-base for 

counselling and psychotherapy. The journal publishes theoretical essays, experiential reports, and 

empirical studies featuring quantitative, qualitative, or mixed-method approaches.  

PACJA has now published five editions and is currently preparing edition six which will be published 

early in 2018. PACJA now aims to publish two editions a year in August and February. 

The role of the Editor involves oversight of the review process of submitted articles, decision making 

on inclusion/exclusion according to PACJA’s mission and criteria for authors, supporting new authors 
through the review process, sourcing potential articles and authors for the journal, and writing an 

Editorial introducing published articles for each edition of PACJA.  The Editor is a member of the 

Research Committee and works in collaboration with the Editorial Board.  

This has been an academic service role, however in acknowledgment of the growth in PACJA and in 

the Editor’s role, the position now carries an annual stipend of $15,000.  

This is an excellent opportunity for a suitably qualified and skilled academic to edit a high quality 

journal in the psychotherapy and counselling field. Candidates will have strong writing and editing 

skills and experience of the submission process for peer-reviewed journals. 

To view the Position Description for the role, go to the PACFA website. 

To express interest in this opportunity, please send your curriculum vitae and Expression of Interest to 

the PACFA Research Chair, Dr Ione Lewis, at natresearch@pacfa.org.au. 

Call for PACJA Book Review Editor 

PACFA is calling for a Book Review Editor. This is a voluntary 

role that involves liaison with publishers and overseeing the 

preparation and editing of the book reviews that are 

published in PACJA. The role includes sourcing suitable book review authors.  

This is an academic service role and is an opportunity for a suitably qualified and skilled academic to 

gain editing experience in a high quality journal in the psychotherapy and counselling field.   

Candidates will have strong writing and editing skills. 

To express interest in this opportunity, please send your curriculum vitae and Expression of Interest to 

the PACFA Research Chair, Dr Ione Lewis, at natresearch@pacfa.org.au. 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/about/employment/
mailto:natresearch@pacfa.org.au
mailto:natresearch@pacfa.org.au
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By Maria Brett, PACFA CEO 

On 7 October, PACFA held its Annual General Meeting in Melbourne. The meeting is attended by 

eligible individual members of PACFA and of PACFA Member Associations who meet the PACFA 

Training Standards.  

The meeting received a report on PACFA’s 
activities in the previous 12 months with 

presentations from the President, CEO and 

Committee Chairs.  

Highlights of the years’ achievements include: 

 The success of the PACFA restructure with the 

establishment of new Branches and Colleges, 

growth in PACFA membership and staffing, and 

secure finances 

 Professional development and networking  

activities for members 

 Continued lobbying for professional recognition 

with federal and state governments and  

private health funds 

 Launch of PACFA’s employment campaign 

 Work on the reviews of PACFA’s Code of Ethics 
and Training Standards 

 Growth in the counselling and psychotherapy 

courses accredited by PACFA 

 Significant research outputs to fulfil our mission 

as a Health Promotion Charity 

Report on PACFA AGM and Council meeting  

Membership Matters 

Dr Di Stow, PACFA President 
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The Treasurer, George Gintilas, presented the audited accounts for the year ending 30 June 2017 and 

was happy to announce that, as a result of the restructure, PACFA made a small profit. This is 

important as it enables us to create a safety net for the organisation in our reserves. 

Members were consulted on some policy matters: the proposed Statement on the benefits of 

marriage for LGBTIQ people, the Membership Requirements for the College of Psychotherapy and 

the new training pathway and membership categories for the College of Educators. Proposed  

constitutional amendments were also debated and approved. Finally, Professor Denis O’Hara was 
elected unopposed as the Chair of the Professional Standards Committee. 

The AGM was followed by the PACFA Council meeting which is attended by Delegates of PACFA’s 
Members Associations, Branches and Colleges. The PACFA Council is the peak policy and strategy 

body for PACFA.  

There was a respectful discussion about a proposal to adopt a statement on the health benefits of 

marriage for LGBTIQ people.  Reflecting the diversity of PACFA, there were diverse views on whether 

PACFA should adopt the statement and Council did not reach a conclusion. The PACFA President 

therefore decided to put out a personal statement on marriage equality as PACFA President, rather 

than an organisational position statement. 

Council made a decision to approve the new Code of Ethics (subject to some minor changes) and 

debated possible changes to the PACFA Training Standards.  There will be further work on the Training 

Standards review, including developing a transition plan for any changes that are to be introduced.   

Maria Brett and George Gintilas presented on PACFA’s risk management strategy and Tara Green 
presented on developments in the College of Psychotherapy.  

All participants were thanked for their contribution to the Council meeting and Board members, other 

volunteers and the PACFA staff were all thanked. Maria Brett thanked Di Stow for so ably chairing the 

Council meeting. 
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The Australian College of Counselling and Psychotherapy 

Educators (ACCAPE) has launched a new pathway for 

College membership. 

Under the new pathway, leaders and researchers in the 

counselling and psychotherapy education field, who 

have undertaken a different type of training from the 

PACFA Training Standards, will be eligible for Academic membership of PACFA and of the College. 

This new membership pathway has been introduced to encourage leaders in counselling and 

psychotherapy education, and researchers in counselling and psychotherapy, to be part of the 

College. PACFA considers it very important that leaders and researchers have the opportunity to 

participate in and contribute to the work of the College. 

Below are the details of the new membership pathway from the ACCAPE Membership Requirements: 

1 (b) For leaders of counselling and/or psychotherapy programs, or researchers in 

counselling or psychotherapy who do not meet criterion 1a – provide evidence of a 

relevant qualification at Masters level or higher and demonstrate relevant, continuing 

contribution to counselling  and/or psychotherapy education.* 

*Members of ACCAPE who enter via training pathway 1(b) are non-voting members of PACFA.  They 

may nominate for the ACCAPE Leadership Group but not for the PACFA Board. 

ACCAPE aims to develop counselling and psychotherapy education in Australia by: 

 Building a vibrant community of counselling and psychotherapy educators  

 Sponsoring and fostering research 

 Providing continuing professional development 

 Providing opportunities for networking and peer support 

For information on how to join ACCAPE, go to the PACFA Portal. 

College of Educators launches new membership pathway 

PACFA meeting dates 2018 

The PACFA meeting dates for 2018 have been set. If you will be  

participating, please put the dates in your diary. The meetings will take 

place on the following dates: 

PACFA Council Meeting – Sydney 

Saturday 14 April 2018, 10am to 5.00pm, and Sunday 15 April 2018, 

9.30am to 3pm  

PACFA AGM – Melbourne 

Saturday 6 October 2018, 10am to 12.30pm  

PACFA Council – Melbourne  

Saturday 6 October 2018 1.30pm to 5.00pm, and Sunday 7 October 2018, 9.30am to 3pm 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ACCAPE-Membership-Requirements-October2017.pdf
https://portal.pacfa.org.au/pacfa-membership-application-practitioners-and-educators.html
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Introducing PACFA’s Leadership Groups 

eNews is running a series of articles introducing the Leadership Groups for the PACFA Branches and 

Colleges. In this edition, we feature the Leadership Groups for two PACFA Colleges.  

Leadership Group – Australian College of Relationship Counsellors (ACRC) 

Fiona Baillie (Convenor) has worked in the caring professions throughout her 

career holding various positions in nursing, counselling and education. She holds a 

Masters of Primary Health Care (Community Mental Health) and has always 

worked to enhance the well-being of clients in the context of their families and 

communities. She has worked for Relationships Australia in a variety of roles in both 

Queensland and currently Tasmania over the last 20 years. Fiona identifies 

primarily as a systems therapist whether she is working with individuals, couples or 

whole families. She embraces positive psychology approaches in the context of 

wholistic therapy. She joined the ACRC Leadership Group at its inception and has 

been Convenor since August 2017. She is committed to ensuring the College is recognised as a 

national body of excellence for Relationship Counselling with a strong professional network and a 

stimulating PD program. 

Lorraine Earle was associated with the Australian Association of Marriage and 

Family Counsellors (AAMFC) over 30 years ago. With a degree majoring in 

Psychology, she taught in various academic institutes for nurses and teachers. 

When Marriage Guidance opened a branch in Toowoomba, she was accepted 

to begin training as a counsellor. Marriage Guidance became Relationships 

Australia and Lorraine later worked at Relationships Australia NSW in Sydney using 

concepts and ideas from various modalities, always grounded in systems theory. 

The AAMFC became the Australian Association of Relationship Counsellors 

(AARC), of which Lorraine became an active member. Now that AARC has 

become a PACFA College, Lorraine is helping the College provide members with rich PD 

opportunities, and supporting the profession of relationship counselling. Lorraine recently left RA NSW 

after 28 years, primarily as a couple and family therapist. 

Robert Handelsmann has been a counsellor since 2000 and has focused his 

practice on relationship and family counselling since 2012. Rob was a member of 

the inaugural College Leadership Group during its transition from the Australian 

Association of Relationship Counsellors. His areas of interest and potential 

usefulness to the College and its members include: website development, online 

networking, resourcing the membership, podcasting, and developing 

collaboration with PACFA Branches, other Colleges and Member Associations. 

Robert lives in Melbourne. He works at Relationships Australia, On the Line 

Australia, and in private practice. 

Peter Kadwell is currently the Head of Department, Calvary Bereavement 

Counselling Service, with Calvary Health Care Kogarah, Sydney, a position he has 

held for the past 6 years. Peter has worked extensively in the area of relationship 

counselling since 1990. He has held management positions including as Area 

Manager South Sydney for Interrelate Family Centres and Operational Manager 

and Clinician with LifeCare Counselling and Family Services (now BaptistCare). He 

has also held positions as Group Manager for a broad range of Family and 

Community Services and Business Manager for Aged Care and Disability Services. 
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Steve Lionello BA., M.Soc.Sc. (Counselling) has been counselling for thirty years, and 

in private practice since 2009. Steve has specialised in couple therapy since the mid

-90s, integrating concepts from Emotionally Focused Couples Therapy and the 

Gottman Method. Steve provides training workshops and supervision in couple and 

family therapy within the William Street Family Therapy Centre’s Graduate Diploma 
in Couple and Family Therapy in Perth, and he lectured in the M.Soc.Sc 

(Counselling) course at Edith Cowan University from 2004 to 2013 in Perth and 

Singapore. Steve works predominantly from a client-centred, systemic, emotionally focused 

approach. 

 

Trish Thompson, BA, Dip Ed, MA Counselling and Human Services, Grad Cert in Male 

family violence, is a clinical counsellor and supervisor in private practice in North 

Fitzroy, Melbourne. Trish started her career as a secondary teacher and then 

moved into counselling, working with adolescents and their families for over 10 

years.  She has worked in community settings, particularly with the LGBTIQ 

community and is a member of the Leadership Group of PACFA’s LGBTIQ Interest 
Group. Trish’s client work is grounded in emotion focused therapy and mindfulness 

based practices. She facilitates Men’s Behaviour Change groups for Relationships Australia and is 
dedicated to helping clients create and maintain healthy, respectful relationships. Trish will be 

teaching group facilitation at the Australia College of Applied Psychology from 2018. 

 

Simon Weber is a systemic psychotherapist specialising in couple work. Simon 

worked for Relationships Australia in Hobart from 1998 to 2003 and did a Grad. Dip. 

at the University of NSW. Simon has 19 years’ experience of relationship counselling 
and 26 years’ experience overall as a therapist. Simon has worked at The Phoenix 
Centre in Hobart providing counselling and advocacy to the survivors of torture 

and war trauma. In the 90’s he worked for the Society of Friends teaching Conflict 
Resolution and Mediation throughout Australia and in Papua New Guinea. Simon is 

a qualified community and relationship mediator. While living in England, Simon established a private 

practice and worked for Relate (England's RA). He is now in private practice in Fitzroy North in 

Melbourne and is also a one-to-one supervisor. 

Leadership Group – Australian College of Counselling and Psychotherapy Educators (ACCAPE) 

Dr Kate Briggs (Convenor) is a Lacanian psychoanalyst who has worked as a clinical 

specialist in publicly funded counselling services and consulted widely in the field of 

social welfare. Kate has been a lecturer in psychology, womens’ studies, and 
counselling & psychotherapy since 2003 and was awarded a Teaching Excellence 

Award by ACAP in 2010. Her research interests include complex care teams, 

contemporary critical practice, psychoanalytic feminism and how the work of 

invention informs clinical work. She has published on sublimation and symptom 

formation and contributed to Notes on the Child, A collection of essays on contemporary Lacanian 

child and adolescent clinical practice. Kate is a PACFA Accredited Supervisor, Mental Health 

Practitioner and Clinical Registrant, and a member of the Lacan Circle of  Melbourne. 

Dr Debra Bath is an experienced academic, counsellor, and registered psychologist. 

She has expertise in a range of settings including crisis counselling, pregnancy-

related counselling, grief and loss, and particularly loves working with adolescents 

and young adults experiencing anxiety, depression, relationship and personal 

development issues. She has over 15 years’ experience in university teaching, in 
psychology and counselling. In 2006, Debra was awarded an Early Career Teaching 

Excellence Award by Griffith University, and a National Citation for Outstanding 

Contribution to Student Learning in 2008 by the Australian Learning & Teaching Council. Her expertise 

in teaching spans large-class and small-group teaching, blended learning, training and PD. 
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Jon Dachs has been involved in telephone counsellor training since 1998.  In 2002, 

Jon was instrumental in the development of the Certificate III and Certificate IV in 

Telephone Counselling Skills qualifications for the VET sector.  In addition to training 

hundreds of Lifeline telephone counsellors, Jon has conducted counselling skills 

training for trauma rehabilitation workers and community support workers in 

Uganda.  He has conducted a similar course for student pastors in Bangkok, and 

International aid agency workers and village elders in the Kyangwali Refugee 

Camp, in Uganda. Currently, Jon trains and supervises students and staff as service 

manager with UnitingCare in Queensland. Jon is passionate about the primacy of the therapeutic 

relationship in counselling and psychotherapy and the core stance of ‘being with’ clients, and has 
developed the concept of the “spiral of empathy” technique to enable a way of ‘being with’ that is 
deeply client-centred.  

Dr Jaklin Eliott (Ass. Professor from January 2018) has extensive experience 

designing and conducting qualitative research, and in analysing text, media, and 

speech via discursive analytical techniques. As Program Coordinator for the 

Counselling and Psychotherapy Graduate Suite of Programs in the School of Public 

Health, University of Adelaide, Jacklin has overseen significant growth in student 

numbers, increased staff levels, and industry engagement, whilst teaching 

professional ethics and providing supervision for research students at post-graduate 

level. She currently acts as Secretary for ACCAPE (continuing her role with SCAPE) 

and is a committee member for the Human Research Ethics Committee of SA Health and GriefLink. 

Fiona O’Hara was part of the leadership team of SCAPE, and is now the Deputy 

Convenor of ACCAPE. Fiona divides her work time between practising as a 

therapist, lecturing/tutoring in Counselling at the University of the Sunshine Coast 

and the Australian College of Applied Psychology, and developing and presenting 

professional development programs at Hope Research and Practice Institute. She is 

passionate about quality training for Counsellors and Psychotherapists, and the 

professionalisation of counselling in Australia. Fiona is currently undertaking PhD 

research which supports these passions. 

PACFA CPD and Networking Calendar 2017 and 2018 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PACFA now has a calendar of continuing professional development (CPD) and networking events. 

To book a place on a PACFA event, email the booking email address or go to the PACFA Portal. 

Online registration is easy. Register for the Portal (if you’ve never registered before), select the event 
you’re interested in and complete the simple enrolment form. Payments can be made online using 
VISA or MASTERCARD. Offline payment methods are also available. 

https://portal.pacfa.org.au/pacfa-en/professional-development-en-3.html
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Dates Event Location 

2 December 2017 

12:30pm 

Christmas Lunch and Networking Event 

Canberra and Region Branch 

Reserve your place at the PACFA Portal 

Canberra, ACT 

9 December 2017 

12:00pm – 2:00pm 

Christmas Lunch and Networking Event 

Somatic Psychotherapy Modality 

Reserve your place at the PACFA Portal 

Carlton, VIC 

9 December 2017 

3:00pm – 5:00pm 

How to use Trauma Sensitive Yoga with Clients 

Somatic Psychotherapy Modality 

Contact somatic@pacfa.org.au  

Carlton, VIC 

25 January 2018 Setting Up in Private Practice - Victorian Branch 

RSVP via vicbranch@pacfa.org.au 

Carlton, VIC 

15 February 2018 

7:00pm – 8:30pm 
Integrating Trauma-Informed Practice with the  

Traditional Bio-Medical Approach  
Somatic Psychotherapy Modality 

SAVE THE DATE 

NSW 

17 February 2018 

9:30am – 4:00pm 
New South Wales Branch 

SAVE THE DATE 

Crows Nest, NSW 

19 March 2018 

  

ACCAPE: Webinar Three from the Australian 

College of Counselling and Psychotherapy 

Educators 

Online 

30 April – May 11 2018 Mental Health Online Training Course 

Book online at the PACFA Portal 
Online 

18 – 29 June 2018 Practical Ethics for Counsellors & Psychotherapists 

Book online at the PACFA Portal 
Online 

17 – 28 September 2018 Mental Health Online Training Course 

SAVE THE DATE 

Online 

12 – 23 November 2018 Practical Ethics for Counsellors & Psychotherapists 

SAVE THE DATE 

Online 

REFUND POLICY: 

 Cancellations made 5 or less working days prior to the course commencement date are 100%  

no-refundable. 

 Cancellations made more than 5 working days prior to the course commencement date may 

apply via email to admin@pacfa.org.au for a 50% refund. 

 Alternatively, course bookings may be transferred to another person or to a future course. Transfer 

requests must be sent to admin@pacfa.org.au prior to the course commencing.  

 After the commencement date/time of the course, no refunds or transfers are possible. 

https://portal.pacfa.org.au/canberra-and-region-branch-christmas-lunch-2017.html
https://portal.pacfa.org.au/somatic-psychotherapy-christmas-lunch-9-december-2017.html
https://portal.pacfa.org.au/somatic-psychotherapy-pd-event-9-december-2017.html
mailto:somatic@pacfa.org.au
mailto:vicbranch@pacfa.org.au
https://portal.pacfa.org.au/pacfa-mental-health-training-online-course-2018-30th-april-11th-may-2018.html
https://portal.pacfa.org.au/practical-ethics-for-counsellors-and-psychotherapists-online-course-18th-29th-june-2018.html
mailto:admin@pacfa.org.au
mailto:admin@pacfa.org.au
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Online Ethics Course – Online 18 to 29 June 2018 (6 hours CPD) 

This online course was developed by PACFA in partnership with the Cairnmillar Institute. The course 

includes four interactive sessions that are usually run during the week in the middle of the day. The key 

themes are: 

 Foundations of Ethical Practice - morals, values and ethics 

 Stages of Ethical Decision Making - including common ethical traps 

 Record Keeping - including record keeping for social media connections 

 Dual Relationships - including boundary-crossing and self-reflection 

 Confidentiality - including circumstances when it is OK to break confidentiality 

 Cultural Sensitivity - strategies for responding to multicultural practice issues 

Members: $180 (inc. GST) Non-members $235 (inc. GST) 

This event counts as 6 hours of category A CPD for PACFA's renewal requirements. 

Online Mental Health Course – 30 April to May 11 2018 (8 hours CPD) 

This online course was developed by PACFA in partnership with Catherine Hungerford from the  

University of Canberra. The course aims to build skills and competencies to support clients with their 

mental health.  

 Module 1: Mental Health and Illness  

 Module 2: Mental Health Assessment  

 Module 3: Mental Health Interventions  

 Module 4: Consumer Centred Models of Care, and Ethical Questions  

Participants complete the course at their own pace over a 2-week period using the Moodle e-

learning system. Teaching and learning approaches include audio-visual materials, case studies, 

recorded lectures, online communication threads and facilitated discussions.  

Members: $250 (inc. GST) Non-members $350 (inc. GST) 

This event counts as 8 hours (16 points) of category A CPD for PACFA's renewal requirements. 

Surveying members on PACFA conference 2019 

The working title for the 2019 conference is Working with Trauma. The conference will take place in 

Sydney. 

The Conference Committee has developed a survey to gather information from potential 

conference participants. This is your opportunity to provide feedback to the Conference Committee 

on what you would like to see happen at the 2019 conference. 

The following link will take participants to the survey:  bit.ly/PACFA2019 

http://bit.ly/PACFA2019
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Working with Trauma, PACFA Conference, Sydney March 1-3, 2019 will explore key aspects of  

trauma practice and research with an emphasis on culturally informed approaches to promoting 

trauma recovery in Australia today. 

We will invite practitioners from different modalities to present key aspects of their work and  

research with trauma. 

We will call for papers and workshops dealing with any aspects of trauma across the life span:  

trauma recovery, community engagement, complex care teams, transgenerational trauma, family 

system responses to complex trauma and dissociation, posttraumatic stress and post traumatic 

growth. 

This conference will provide opportunities to engage in dialogue with trauma practitioners  

specialising in a variety of modalities. These conversations will be facilitated in workshops, paper 

presentations and panels. We warmly invite you to be a part of the discussion. 

Call for webinar presenters for the College of Counselling 

The College of Counselling is seeking expressions of interest from PACFA registered members  

interested in being the presenter for the College's upcoming Webinar on the 24th March 2018 from 

2pm - 4.30pm AEDT. 

The topic for the webinar is Standing up to Stigma: LGBTQI discrimination in therapy, in the profession 

and in the wider community. 

We are seeking a practicing  

counsellor who works with the 

LGBTQI community and has a rich 

understanding of the issues and  

particular skills and understanding 

needed to work effectively with 

clients from this community. The one 

hour presentation needs to be  

interactive and experiential, where 

participants have the opportunity to 

develop new skills and awareness. 

A panel discussion will follow the 

presentation, using a case study as 

a focus. It is preferable that the  

presenter is comfortable with using the technology and has access to reliable internet connection. 

We use Zoom webinar platform and provide a preparation meeting with the panel and training to 

use Zoom.  

To express interest in being a presenter for this event, please refer to the College of Counselling’s  
Expectations of Presenters for PD Events for the requirements and send your Expression of Interest to 

the Convenor, Pat Bradley, at counselling@pacfa.org.au. 

http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CoC-Expectations-of-presenters-for-PD-events.pdf
mailto:counselling@pacfa.org.au
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By Peter Dyke, Convenor, Canberra and Region Branch 

In October, the Canberra and Region Branch held its final PD for the year. There were two excellent 

speakers - Suzanne Butz and Elizabeth Yuile. Once again I came away from the event feeling 

encouraged in my work and enlivened as a practitioner. Over afternoon tea I engaged with a 

number of practitioners and learned about our rich diversity of practice and experience. The 

counselling and psychotherapy profession is certainly alive and thriving in Canberra. 

Tuning into Trauma with Suzanne Butz 

Suzanne Butz gave a passionate presentation explaining how many adults 

today are in a persistent state of stress leading to an experience of being 

overwhelmed. Her powerful diagrams demonstrated how individuals live in 

stress and anxiety and allow their base levels to rise until they are  

overwhelmed and trauma arises. In place of trying to repeatedly increase 

our capacity to manage stress, Suzanne argued that individuals must deal 

with stress and anxiety in order to safely return to a place of comfort.  

The latest learnings from neuroscience enable us to understand the effects 

of the overactive amygdala on wellbeing. Drawing on the work of Peter 

Levine and Stephen Porges, Suzanne showed how their insights are useful 

to practitioners.  By managing the thoughts to avoid stimulating the  

amygdala, individuals can achieve a lowering of stress and anxiety. 

Suzanne introduced the Tension and Trauma Release Exercises to enable the body to recover from 

trauma and stress. Suzanne’s passion and enthusiasm for this topic shone through her presentation. 
Please visit www.stress2bliss.com.au 

Listening to the stories of younger people with dementia with Elizabeth Yuile 

Elizabeth Yuile gave an engaging overview of her research into 

younger individuals experiencing dementia. Her aim was ‘to 
deepen understanding of the experience of younger onset  

Alzheimer’s disease – in order to improve counselling support for 

younger people with dementia.’ Through careful interviewing 
techniques in her research, Elizabeth found how individuals  

experience their illness and make sense of it.  

Using a few PowerPoint slides (which were forwarded to  

attendees) Elizabeth showed participants the effects on this 

group of their illness and highlighted the work of Kate Swaffer to  

contrast ‘prescribed disengagement’ and ‘living positively’ as 
ways of coping. Meaning was frequently achieved by narratives 

that described the experience and put experience into historical 

context.  

Practice tips were presented and included: listening for the  

narratives of loss and competence and growth; developing  

fluency with different narrative forms including fragments,  

repetition and less formed stories. In supervision, the practitioner 

might reflect on her/his own lens and expectations. We are looking forward to the publication of her 

work next year. 

Canberra and Region Branch PD event 

http://www.stress2bliss.com.au
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Insurance offers from Insurance House 

PACFA has arranged two new insurance packages, at very affordable rates, with Insurance House, a 

national insurance broker specialising in Professional Indemnity Insurance. PACFA also receives  

support, in the form of sponsorship, from Insurance House to help advance our mission. 

While PACFA does not endorse any particular insurance company, PACFA has arranged these 

packages so that members can have access to affordable insurance. It is, however, the 

practitioner’s responsibility to arrange your own insurance and to determine the policy that best 
meets your needs. 

Insurance House offers PACFA Members and members of PACFA Member Associations a combined 

professional indemnity and public liability policy at very attractive rates.  

There are two options: the PACFA Master Insurance Policy and the Individual Insurance Policy. 

Option 1 - PACFA Master Insurance Policy 

PACFA has negotiated a Master Insurance Policy with Insurance House for both practitioners and 

educators. 

* The Master Insurance Policy is available to Individual PACFA Members ONLY. 

** Registered Psychologists are required to pay the premium for Registered Psychologists. 

*** The Master Policy option is one of the most affordable insurance available which provides a very 

high level of cover for a very low premium. 

The Master Insurance Policy provides $20,000,000 of professional indemnity cover, $20,000,000 of  

public and products liability, access to 1 hour of free legal advice per year via the Insurance House  

advice line, and unlimited run-off cover when you retire. 

Every member who takes up the Master policy has a limit of up to $20,000,000 cover for both  

professional indemnity and public liability cover. FREE cover under the PACFA Master Policy is 

provided to counselling and psychotherapy students who are Student Members of PACFA. 
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For information on the very low premiums, download the PACFA Master Insurance Policy Premiums.  

For information on how to take up this insurance option, see the PACFA website. 

Option 2: Individual Insurance Policy 

PACFA has negotiated an Individual Insurance Policy with Insurance House for both practitioners and 

educators. 

* This policy is available to Individual PACFA Members and members of Member Associations. 

** Registered Psychologists are required to pay the premium for Registered Psychologists. 

The level of cover available is between $1,000,000 and $20,000,000 for Professional Indemnity, and 

between $10,000,000 and $20,000,000 for Public Liability cover, depending on the level of cover you 

select. The policy includes access to 1 hour of free legal advice per year via the Insurance House 

advice line, and unlimited run-off cover when you retire. 

For information on the very low premiums, download the Insurance House Individual Policy Premiums.  

For information on how to take up this insurance option, see the PACFA website. 

Switching to one of the new insurance options 

Practitioners can switch to one of the Insurance House insurance options if you think it will meet your 

insurance needs.  

You can take up one of the new insurance offers: 

 when joining PACFA or a PACFA Member Association for the first time; 

 when your current insurance expires; or 

 at any time when you decide you are ready to switch.  

http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2016/01/PACFA-Master-Insurance-Policy-Premiums.pdf
http://www.pacfa.org.au/pacfa-master-insurance-policy/
http://www.pacfa.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Insurance-House-Individual-Policy-Premiums.pdf
http://www.pacfa.org.au/practitioner-resources/individual-insurance-policy-with-insurance-house/


eNews Advertising Policy 

Advertisers are reminded that our Advertising Guidelines require payment at the time of booking advertisements. This hasn’t been 

strictly enforced in the past but this has led to more work when invoices are not paid on time. Please forward payment with your 

Booking Form and a receipt will be issued promptly. 

Classifieds and Professional Development 

 

Body as Voice: Restoraive Move e t 
Psychotherapy for Survivors of Trau a 

 Date: F ida  st to Mo da  th De e e  

Ti e: . a  – : p  ith A e  G a  

Lo aio : Mel ou e, Ve ue TBC  

Co ta t: ad i @dtaa.o g.au 

Booki gs: .t ooki g. o /RUQK    

P ofessio al De elop e t  

Somatic and Spiritual – A Holistic Approach 

to Healing Trauma 

This one-day experiential workshop explores how clients 

remove the impacts of trauma from their body to engage 

more fully and happily with their lives. 

Presenter: Ruth Donnelly 

Date: Saturday 2 December 9am to 4pm 

Location: Maleny Neighbourhood Centre 17 Bicentenary Lane 

Maleny 

Contact: Nathalie Bastier 

Email: nathaliebastier.counselling@gmail.com 

Booking: https://www.trybooking.com/329277 

 . a.as .au .dtaa.o g.au 
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http://www.mlfl.com.au/
http://www.rav.org.au/GradDipFDR
mailto:ravtraining@rav.org.au
https://www.trybooking.com/329277
http://qca.asn.au/


Joint Conference 

2018 

Sessio al o suli g oo s a aila le  
Bo di Ju io  / Woollah a 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

No o t a t, o thl  asis fo  as litle as fou  hou s a eek. 
O   o th /  o th o t a ts if ou p efe . Ate  hou s 
a d eeke ds also a aila le. Choi e of fou  uite dife e t, 
spe ial pu pose oo s. Wii, aii g oo , ath oo , of-

st eet pa ki g so e da s . It ould suit p a iio e s ho 
a t a e  eat, ell-g oo ed p ese taio .  

Fo  photos a d details e oo s a d u e t a aila ilit , 
please see ou  e page: 

.pa ks li i . o / oo s 

Conference  

2018 

Conference Dates: 5:00 pm Wednesday 17 January – 3:00 
pm Sunday 21 January 2018, which includes our AGM on 
Saturday, 20th January 

Venue: The 2018 Conference will be held at Duchesne 
College, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia. 

Details: www.aanzpa.org/conference 

 Australian Transactional Analysis Association (ATAA)  

 and Transactional Analysis Association Singapore (TAAS) 

 Honouring TA tradition and shaping our TA futures 

www.taaustralia.com.au 
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http://www.parksclinic.com/rooms
http://www.apsinstitute.org.au/
http://aanzpa.org/conference


Psychotherapy and Counselling 

Federation of Australia  

This o li e ou se as de eloped  PACFA i  pa t e ship ith 
Cathe i e Hu ge fo d f o  the U i e sit  of Ca e a. The 
ou se ai s to uild skills a d o pete ies to suppo t lie ts 
ith thei  e tal health. 

This e e t i ludes  odules: 
Module : Me tal Health a d Ill ess
Module : Me tal Health Assess e t
Module : Me tal Health I te e io s
Module : Co su e  Ce t ed Models of Ca e a d Ethi al 
Quesio s. 

Mo day  Ap il—  May  

Pa i ipa ts o plete the ou se o k at thei  o  pa e o e  a 
 eek pe iod. 

PACFA Me e s $  i . GST , No -Me e s: $  i .GST

This e e t ou ts as 8 hou s of atego y A CPD fo  PACFA's 
e e ship e e al e ui e e ts

Online Mental Health Course

Registe  O li e: .po tal.pa fa.o g.au  
Fo  assista e, please o ta t PACFA o     o   

e ail:  ad i @pa fa.o g.au  

Psychotherapy and Counselling 

Federation of Australia  

This o li e ou se as de eloped  PACFA i  pa t e ship ith 
the Cai illa  I situte. The ou se is deli e ed th ough 
i te a i e sessio s, audio- isual ate ials, ase studies, 
e o ded le tu es, o li e o u i aio  th ead a d fa ilitated 

dis ussio s. 

The key the es a e: 
Fou daio s of Ethi al P a i e
Re o d Keepi g 
Dual Relaio ships
Co ide ialit  
Cultu al Se sii it  

Mo da  —  Ju e 

Pa i ipa ts o plete the ou se o k at thei  o  pa e a d 
e gage i  up to fou  i te a i e sessio s. 

PACFA Me e s $  i . GST , No -Me e s: $  i .GST
This e e t ou ts as  hou s of atego y A CPD fo  PACFA's 

e e ship e e al e ui e e ts

Online Practical Ethics Course

Registe  O li e: .po tal.pa fa.o g.au  
Fo  assista e, please o ta t PACFA o     o   

e ail:  ad i @pa fa.o g.au  

Trauma-Sensitive Yoga techniques can support 

therapists and clients in their therapeutic journey 

together. This workshop will include experiential 

components and opportunities to ask questions.  

Date:  9 December 2017 

Time:  3:00pm—5:00pm

Venue: Carlton Library, 667 Rathdowne Street 

Carlton.  

Pacfa Members $25 (incl.GST) 

Student Members $15 (incl.GST) 

Non-Members $35 (incl,GST)  

This event counts as 2 hours of category A CPD for 

PACFA's membership renewal requirements 

How to use Trauma-Sensitive Yoga with Clients 

For assistance, please contact PACFA on (03) 9486 3077 or 

email: somatic@pacfa.org.au 

Psychotherapy and Counselling 

Federation of Australia  

Ps hothe ap  & Cou selli g Fede aio  of Aust alia I eNe s I No e e  

https://portal.pacfa.org.au/pacfa-mental-health-training-online-course-2018-30th-april-11th-may-2018.html
mailto:admin@pacfa.org.au
mailto:southaustralianbranch@pacfa.org.au
https://portal.pacfa.org.au/practical-ethics-for-counsellors-and-psychotherapists-online-course-18th-29th-june-2018.html
mailto:admin@pacfa.org.au
mailto:southaustralianbranch@pacfa.org.au
http://cep.net.au/professional-development/international-guest-events/keith-tudor
mailto:admin@cep.net.au
mailto:somatic@pacfa.org.au


PACFA eNews is the electronic newsletter from the Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of 

Australia that is published bi - monthly and also available on the PACFA website. 

Bookings and Payment 

For training providers that wish to advertise in eNews, you are now required to apply for endorsement of your 
CPD Event by PACFA. For details go to the Apply to Endorse a CPD Event page. 

Stand-alone eNews advertisements for CPD events are no longer ofered, however we do still take eNews 
advertisements for other services and products relevant to counselling and psychotherapy. 

Please p o ide ou  ad e ise e t a d ooki g fo  efo e the su issio  date. All p i es i lude GST a d pa e t is 
e ui ed at the i e of ooki g ad e ise e ts. Please fo a d pa e t ith ou  Booki g Fo . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ad e ise e t fo at: JPEG p epa ed to the o e t di e sio s a d of high esoluio  p io  to pu li aio .  

Fo  full Ad e isi g Guideli es please see the PACFA e site o  e ail e e s@pa fa.o g.au 

Su issio  of Ne s a d A i les 

We el o e ou  feed a k a d i put i  the fo  of e s, ie s, poet , lete s, a i les et . Please fo a d these to 
e e s@pa fa.o g.au  

PACFA eNews Advertising Guidelines 

Dimensions and booking details   2018                                                                                      

FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS PRICE  

Full Page   W  .   H  $ 3  I ludes GST   

Half Page Ho izo tal   W  .   H  $33  I ludes GST   

Half Page Ve i al   W  .   H  $33  I ludes GST   

Qua te  Page   W  .   H  $  I ludes GST   

PREMIUM – Event Endorsement with CPD Event Listing and eNews Advertising 

 Endorsement of the event for PACFA CPD hours 

 Use of the PACFA logo for publicity purposes 

 CPD Event Listing for 3 months on the PACFA website 

 Inclusion of the event in PACFA’s email distribution of CPD Event Listings 

 Advertisement of the selected size in the PACFA eNews 

 Discount for a package of 6 events 

Number (From 1 to 6 events) Full page 1/2 page 1/4 page  

3 months CPD listing  

plus 1 edition of eNews 
$550 $350 $250 

Package: 6 months CPD listing plus  

2 editions of eNews  $750 $550 $400 

Package: 6 months CPD listing plus  

3 editions of eNews  $950 $750 $550 

Package: 9 months CPD listing plus  

4 editions of eNews  $1,150 $950 $700 

Package: 9 months CPD listing plus  

5 editions of eNews  
$1,300 $1,050 $800 

Package: 12 months CPD listing plus  

6 editions of eNews  $1,400 $1,150 $900 

*All prices include GST   

Ps hothe ap  & Cou selli g Fede aio  of Aust alia I eNe s I No e e                                       

http://www.pacfa.org.au/news-advocacy/e-news-2/
http://www.pacfa.org.au/pacfa-endorsement-of-cpd-events/
http://www.pacfa.org.au/news-advocacy/e-news-2/e-news-advertising/
mailto:enews@pacfa.org.au
mailto:enews@pacfa.org.au

